IRMS Scotland

Impact of business and political change on information
Thurs 9th October, 2014
Historic Scotland, Edinburgh

Event Feedback:
What you liked, what you thought could be better & what you’d like from IRMS Scotland
Goals for the day

- Sharing
- Learning
- Collaborating
- Creating
- Tweeting - @IRMSScot
- Action planning
Do you feel the meeting objectives were met?

![Bar chart showing the result of the survey question. The bar for 'Yes' is much taller than the bar for 'No'.]
How would you rate the structure of the meeting programme

1 = Unsatisfactory  5 = Excellent
How did the content of the programme meet your expectations?

1 = Unsatisfactory    5 = Excellent
How would you rate the length of the sessions?

1 = Unsatisfactory
2 = Poor
3 = Average
4 = Good
5 = Excellent
Session ratings:
Mergers, De-mergers & Acquisitions

1 = Unsatisfactory
2 = 
3 = 
4 = 
5 = Excellent
Session ratings:
Changes to Business Delivery Models

1 = Unsatisfactory
5 = Excellent
Session ratings:
Management of Change

1 = Unsatisfactory

5 = Excellent
Session ratings:
IRMS Purpose, Plans & Membership Benefits

1 = Unsatisfactory
5 = Excellent
Session ratings:
Property Rationalisation Case Study

1 = Unsatisfactory  5 = Excellent
Break-Out Session ratings:
Minimising Risks, Maximising Benefits and Exploiting Opportunities for Information Gain

1 = Unsatisfactory                          5 = Excellent
A really good day. Good mix of attendees

**EVENT COMMENTS**

Attending event as a total newbie, not sure what to expect. Learnt a lot and will be looking into IRMS membership.

Long powerpoint presentations and little Q&A time stifles discussion. Use presentations as stimuli for targeted/focussed but open debate and info sharing.

Very friendly event, really nice to meet all.

Fabulous

I want more of this type of content at future events and more frequency. Executive need to look at funding for IRMS to make it more meaningful eg AIIM; Use Open Space format - google it - it works really well to engage people - interactive.
I enjoyed the day very much. Useful information for me to take back to my work. Underpinned by PR(S)A and IM.

Really like the interactive sessions. Let's keep trying out new things.

Really excellent day, v.good balance of session themes AND formats (e.g. panel discussion, something interactive, child protection was very stimulating & a reminder of WHY rec's man't is needed .....!) Thank you!

A really good day. Good mix of attendees.

Morning session too long without a comfort break - maybe good to have a break out session in the morning as well as afternoon and incorporate comfort break into that.